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What are Genotype-Phenotype relationships (central 
dogma of molecular biology) and genome wide 

association studies (GWAS)

Sick

Healthy

Sick

● GWAS identify common SNPs which tag a 
region of linkage disequilibrium (LD) 
containing causal variant(s)



Highly penetrant single-gene disorder manifests different 
onsets and phenotypes, suggesting genes other than 

causal gene modify disease severity   
● Genetic Modifiers  -> genes that 

worsen or mitigate effects of the 
faulty gene (e.g. NPC disease)

We use Niemann-Pick disease 
type C (NPC) a rare genetic 
disorder as testbed

Scenario 3 is even more complex 
in multifactorial genetic disorders, 
such as cancer and heart disease

Evans and Hendriks 2017



Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.

MMP-12 Great deal of recent published work 
suggest GWAS methodology is 
fundamentally flawed:

1- p-value as a threshold

2- Linear models are appealing 
because they can be fit efficiently 
but the obvious defect is that the 
model capacity is limited to linear 
functions

● A hack : Exome sequence analysis 
of 12 NPC patients (6 sib-pairs, all 
pediatric onset)

 

Functional variants identified in discordant siblings, but 
GWAS often overlook genetic modifiers with small effect 

sizes 



Aims

To improve GWAS methodology 

I. Improves power for small cohorts (rare diseases)
II. Quantify nuances of subphenotypes 

III. More realistic Genotype-Phenotype models 

To develop a fast and scalable software to study genetic variation

IV. Retain data resolution while controlling for noise
V. Implement GPU based algorithms

 



I. Extreme phenotype sampling improves power to 
distinguish modifiers that prevent NPC disease onset    

Solid lines: extreme phenotype with NPC resilient sampling
Dashed lines: extreme phenotype sampling
Dotted lines: sampling without attention to disease severity 

Larger difference in the compared populations > Larger effect size of the modifiers > better statistical power

Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.



Single gene does not explain extensive variation in age of 
onset and severity of 52 NPC disease symptoms

Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.

● Comorbidity
● Pleiotropy
● Epistasis 



II. Magnetic resonance imaging reliably quantifies 
nuances of NPC brain subphenotypes in NPC patients

Bowman et al., 2018
Walterfang et al., 2013
Walterfang et al., 2015
Walterfang et al., 2019
Unpublished data

Healthy control

NPC patient

• We have a cohort of unique adult NPC patients
• This cohort is well-studied on clinical and biochemical levels 



Most genes affect diseases through tissue-specific 
intricate cellular networks 

Boyle et al., 2017

● This is a dynamic system dynamic systems where observations 
(phenotypes) have Markov property



III. Functional modules of genomic variants can be elicited 
using topological curation of physical and genetic 

interactions in cellular networks

Gene1

Gene2

 Newman (2006); Tripathi et. al. (2019)

Fully extended network of human physical and genetic 
interactions including regulatory regions (17,929 genes, 

525,537 links)

Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.



III. Protein interaction perturbation (PIP) scores integrates 
‘tissue-specific’ gene expression with network topology 

Npc1

Brain-specific expression (GTEx)

Npc1

Community analysis of SNP-SNP 
interactions in Bayesian network

Brain-specific epistasis with Npc1

Gene stochastic rank in module 

Npc1

Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.



Variant calling relies on a single ‘reference’ genome and 
fails to present up to 11% of the heterozygous SNP 

variants in a human population 

• A paired Hidden Markov Model is used to 
determine the likelihood for each combination of 
read data (Ri)

• G composed of one copy of allele A1 and one 
copy of allele A2

Poplin et. al. 2017, 2018



IV. Module based genome assembly and variant 
representation is pan-genomic and handles LD better  

Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.



IV. Bayesian network allows inference while accounting 
for data stochasticity such as gene-gene interactions  

● Bayesian network probabilistic 
models based on not directed and 
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) 

● Nodes represent genes of interest
● The network supports the 

computation of the probabilities of 
any subset of SNPs given evidence 
about any other SNPs

Puga and Krzywinski (2015)



V. Creating module based multiple chanel tensors around 
candidate variants for a deep convolutional neural 

network

Convolution + pooling layers Fully connected 
layers

Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.



V. GPU based implementation of deep neural network to 
deal with high dimensional genomic data 

• GPUs changed “fast” in the recent years 
but wait for the next 10 years 

• Data parallelism does not help reduce 
memory footprint

• Models with a 1 billion parameters runs 
out of memory on current GPUs (4 to 5 
million SNPs in a person's genome)

CUDA Toolkit v10.2.89 documentation 
Microsoft Research Blog

ZeRO 



IV. Semantic pathway analysis of SNPs in network 
identifies ubiquitin metabolism required for integrity of 

Npc1 community
● Network dependent semantic 

analysis of pleiotropy 

1 - Consider probability of finding the 
function in a given corpus (           )

2- Compare the information content of 
lowest common subsumer for the two 
compared corpuses (        )

3 - ‘Calculate uniqueness as the 
negative of average          similarity of a 
term to all other terms

(Rensik 1995)

(Lin 1998)

(Supek et al. 2011)Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.



Divergence of SNP distributions in networks of NPC adults 
and healthy controls determined candidate genes in 

glycosylation and neurogenesis
 

Glycosylation
Neurogenesis

Unpublished data, Niktab et. al.



Curated biological database of 
protein-protein interactions, genetic 
interactions, chemical interactions, and 
post-translational modifications 

Established gene clusters based on 
LD and network modularity 

Estimated joint (multivariate) 
distributions over possible 
observed events

Conducted tissue-specific 
semantic annotation of genes 
of interest in a network

 Bayesian 
network of 

Human 
Genome
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Summary 
● Onset and progression of NPC disease is highly variable (e.g., our cohort of NPC adults in Melbourne).
● Sample size is a challenge in bioinformatic analyses of rare diseases. 
● Exome sequence analysis of pediatric onset NPC patients identified disease modifiers, but these were 

not significantly associated with disease severity.
● Whole genome sequence analysis using extreme phenotype sampling of only pediatric and adult onset 

(approved January 2019)   
● Developed methodology to enhance association tests on small samples

●Moment-based / Bayesian Statistics
●Protein interaction perturbation (PIP) score
●Semantic annotation of network topology

● Implemented these methods in pilot study of 12 adults
● Identified variants common in NPC adults that are rare in healthy controls
● Identified genes and associated cellular processes required for integrity of the Npc1 network 
● Currently recruiting adult and pediatric samples (Mark.Walterfang@mg.org.au)
● Variants that confer disease resilience in adults will be experimentally validated in cell and animal models

 



III. Module parameters can be estimated with reference to 
large numbers of genomes without the disease

• Estimate joint distributions over large numbers of 
random variables (SNPs) that interact with each 
other

• Treats θ as a random variable
• Assumes a prior probability of θ: p(θ)
• Uses data to get posterior probability of θ: p(θ|D)

As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they 
are not certain, as far as they are certain, they do not 
refer to reality.

Albert Einstein



Age of Onset and Severity of 52 Symptoms of NPC Disease Varies in Different 
Patients 

● We compare marginal effect sizes         
for different symptoms and hence we 
can investigate latent causal variable 
(LCV)

 

(O’Connor and Price 2018)

: Genotype 

: LCV

Values of traits

: Effect of    on 

: Effect of     on 



Yeast model of NPC disease identifies genetic modifiers 
and candidate drugs that advance to clinical trial   

(Munkacsi et al., 2011; Sturley et al., 2011; Rajakumar, Munkacsi, Sturley, 2017 )



Conventional Filtering Analysis of 6 Sib-Pairs Does 
Not Reveal Significant Modifiers

Filtering For : Total of 6 
Sib-Pairs

Predicted LoF Variants 
(VEP)

173743

LoF Conserved 
Between Species

68041

MAF < 0.5 21494

SIFT > 0.05 & 
Polyphen2 < 0.957

2843

● Not possible to validate ~3,000 SNPs in 
biological experiments



Over-representation analysis suggests molecular bases 
for neuroprotection in late onset NPC disease

 

Unpublished data, 
Niktab/Munkacsi/Winship/WalterfangGlycosylation 

Neurogenesis

...

...

...



Variant conferring resilience to pediatric disease have been identified in healthy 
adults  

● Individuals resilient to NPC disease were not identified in this study (Chen et. 
al., 2016)



Loss-of-function mutation in Apolipoprotein D in 
7 out of 7 NPC adults is consistent with 

increased expression of ApoD in Npc1-/- mice

Suresh et. al., 1998

Interesting but maybe 
leave out if it’s too 
confusing (up in 
disease, down in 
adults, etc)


